. Nanostructured vesicle self-assembled from A4B6C2 star terpolymer replicating structures observed experimentally in [1] . Colour: Block A, green; Block B, yellow; Block C, blue; Solvent, light grey. . Figure S7 . The coordination number of -beads in the inner leaflets of vesicles under static and bulk shear conditions. In all cases, the coordination number distribution, hence average particle packing density of the membrane is not affected by bulk shear. Figure S8 . particle density distribution on the membrane surfaces while the vesicles experiencing bulk shear. The black '+' are the beads surrounding a tracked -bead as it travels across the membrane. (The average neighbour number of -beads in the membrane is 12 in all cases, see Figure S7 ). Note in all cases, there is no evidence that the tracked bead travels at locations with lower particle density, i.e. pores. Figure S10 . The numbers of -, -and -neighbour particles vs. time of representativebeads which enter the membrane briefly and then returns to cavity for (a) and (b) and (c) and (d) vesicles under wall shear. The arrow highlights the instant when the tracked -beads briefly encountered -beads in the inner leaflets of the membranes.
